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2011

Unlike some other elections in this town, this year’s Eat Out Awards had no obvious 
front-runners. That’s what happens when every nominee is as delicious as the 
next. In fact, these past 12 months have been particularly flush with greatness, 
whether on the streets in truck form or in tiny restaurants helmed by (previously) 
unknown chefs. Somehow, you managed to pluck 15 stellar winners from that tasty 
heap for our Readers’ Choice awards. Similarly, our editors had some tough 
choices to make when considering the 15 Critics’ Picks—people, dishes and even 
phrases that make Chicago the best food town on Earth. What can we say? Our 
city’s food scene just doesn’t have a lot of losers.  Photographs by Brendan Lekan

Best New 
Barbecue

LILLIE’S Q

Readers’ Choice 

2011
LILLIE’S Q

Eat Out Awards

Tri-tip sandwich 
at Lillie's Q
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BEST NEW RESTAURANT ⋆ Girl & the Goat
If the crush of diners flaunting hard-to-score 
reservations is any indication, there are few spots 
in the city where people would rather be eating—
and be seen eating—than Girl & the Goat. From 
an open kitchen framed by two-story stacks of 
oak and hickory wood, chef Stephanie Izard 
sends out inventive, mix-and-match plates, from 
smoky grilled octopus to (yes) roasted pig face, 
which makes it easy to swap tastes with 
friends…or with people who are just getting 
friendly. It’s a credit to the staff that diners leave 
happy, eager to return to the industrial space for 
another round of barrel-aged cocktails. 809 W 
Randolph St (312-492-6262).—Kate Leahy 

Other nominees Arami, Lillie’s Q, Owen & 
Engine, Ruxbin

a BEST NEW ITALIAN ⋆ Davanti Enoteca
The last time Taylor Street warranted a detour 
for Italian food, Louis Prima still rocked on a 
stage somewhere. But with the opening of 
Davanti Enoteca last year, Scott Harris (of the 
Francesca’s empire) is drawing Italophiles 
back to the neighborhood with the promise of 
truffled egg toasts, shaved hearts of palm 
salads, slabs of polenta drenched with ragù, 
and jars filled with ricotta and honeycomb 
(which every table seems to order). Do they 
really eat like this in Italy? Who cares. With 
this hot spot, Harris and company have 
provided Little Italy with a fresh set of greatest 
hits. 1359 W Taylor St (312-226-5550).—KL

Other nominees Donatella Mediterranean 
Bistro, Due Lire, the Florentine, Three Aces

BEST NEW BARBECUE ⋆ Lillie’s Q
When the local ’cue aficionados and the most 
vocal online critics are one and the same (Gary 
Wiviott, who started foodie site LTHForum.com, 
wrote the barbecue book Low and Slow), you 
shouldn’t go into the barbecue business without a 
thick skin. Handling the task like a pro this year 
was Charlie McKenna of Lillie’s Q, a veteran of 
both the competition barbecue circuit (he’s a 
Memphis in May champ) and the fine-dining 
world (after cooking at Orlando’s legendary 
Norman’s, he became sous chef at TRU). At 
Lillie’s, McKenna smolders pork shoulder into 
submission over peach wood, imparts a solid 
smoke ring into baby backs and turns the tri-tip 
into a lean, steaky signature, strong enough to 
silence even the harshest critics. 1856 W North 
Ave (773-772-5500).—Heather Shouse

Other nominees Brand BBQ Market, Chicago Q, 
Pork Shoppe, Smokey Bears BBQ House

Best New 
Italian

DAVANTI ENOTECA

Readers’ Choice

Crab and jalapeño 
bruschetta at 

Davanti Enoteca

Readers’ Choice Awards
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f BEST NEW BEVERAGE PROGRAM ⋆ Sable 
Kitchen & Bar (cocktails)
A new hotel bar in River North, another spot to 
knock back raspberry vodka martinis on 
expense accounts. Unless the bar lies within 
corridors-long Sable at the Hotel Palomar. 
Here, the martinis are dry and made with gin, 
and the extensive cocktail list spans from 
classic (Manhattan) to downright archaic (the 
Widow’s Kiss, an 1890s throwback with 
applejack and yellow chartreuse). And the 
bartenders willingly go to bat for poor, 
misunderstood vermouth. If you don’t know 
where to start, talk to head bartender Mike 
Ryan. The Violet Hour alum shares cocktail 
lore freely, making even frumpy daiquiris 
sound cool. Digital fireplace decor be 
damned—that warm glow is coming from the 
glass. 505 N State St (312-755-9704).—KL

Other nominees Chizakaya (sake), Duchamp 
(cocktails), Henri (wine), Owen & Engine (beer) 

RESTAURATEURS OF THE YEAR ⋆ Rob Katz & 
Kevin Boehm
There’s Giuseppe Tentori’s Michelin-starred 
Boka. There’s Landmark, the sleek lounge down 
Halsted Street. There’s West Loop doorbuster 
Girl & the Goat (see page 16). There’s Lincoln 
Park’s Perennial, soon to reopen under Vie’s Paul 
Virant. There’s even Tentori’s just-opened GT 
Fish & Oyster, which strives to serve the city’s 
ultimate lobster roll. Can the Boka Restaurant 
Group guys ever strike out? Not now. Katz and 
Boehm may have a knack for picking kitchen 
talent, but they also have mastered equally 
crucial skills, like how to hire personable front-
of-house staff (answer: competitive casting 
calls), and how to convince us their Next Big Idea 
will be even better than their last.—KL 

Other nominees Scott Harris (Francesca’s 
restaurants, Purple Pig), Tony Hu (Lao Beijing, Lao 
Shanghai, Lao Sze Chuan, Lao You Ju), Billy 
Lawless (the Gage, Henri), R.J. & Jerrod Melman 
(Hub 51, Paris Club)

BEST LOCAL COFFEE ROASTER ⋆ Intelligentsia
They brew a mean pour-over cup. They pull a 
fine shot. They even offer a glass of sparkling 
water with your espresso macchiato—without 
you having to ask. Of course, Intelligentsia’s 
reach extends far beyond its three Chicago 
coffee bars. Independent cafés all over the city 
(and beyond) serve its caramel-imbued Black 
Cat espresso, and coffee aficionados buy up the 
seasonal, single-origin beans for home brewing. 
But Intelligentsia may be a fan favorite for a far 
more powerful reason: The company has 
proven that by focusing on quality, a local 
roaster can hold its own, even thrive, in a 
Starbucks world. 3123 N Broadway (773-348-
8058); 53 E Randolph St (312-920-9332); 53 
W Jackson Blvd (312-253-0594).—KL

Other nominees Asado Coffee Co., Bridgeport 
Coffee Co., Dark Matter, Metropolis 

Best New 
Beverage 
Program
SABLE KITCHEN 

& BAR

Readers’ Choice 

War of the Roses (Tanqueray, 
Pimm’s, St. Germain, mint 
and Peychaud’s bitters) at 
Sable Kitchen & Bar
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Eat Out Awards

Best New 
Bar

BANGERS & LACE

Readers’ Choice 

BEST NEW STEAKHOUSE ⋆ 
Chicago Cut
Why do you love Chicago Cut? Is it the 
navy-jacketed waiters with scarlet-red 
ties, ducking and running to fill your 
every request? Is it the prime steaks, 
dry-aged on site for a month to 40 days? 
The truffled scalloped potatoes, layered 
with hunks of pork belly and Swiss 
chard? Or maybe the wine list, vast but 
presented on iPads for swift scrolling? 
A bit of everything woos you, perhaps, 
but we have a feeling that come 
summer, the patio overlooking the 
Chicago River will become the object of 
your affection. 300 N LaSalle St (312-
329-1800).—HS

Other nominees Benny’s Chop House, 
Epic, Mastro’s 

CHEF OF THE YEAR ⋆ Stephanie Izard
Some people do so many things well you 
can’t help but hate them. Then there is 
Stephanie Izard. The more the Top Chef 
alumna succeeds, the more we gush, 
and with reason: She cooks, she bakes, 
and her constant tweets make us feel 
like we know her. At Girl & the Goat, she 
makes even goat meat accessible and 
she showers odd vegetables—like 
kohlrabi, a sweet cousin to cabbage—
with attention. What’s next: a book, a 
second restaurant—a Stephanie Izard 
channel? Bring it on. 809 W Randolph 
St (312-492-6262).—KL 

Other nominees Grant Achatz (Alinea), 
Dirk Flanigan (the Gage, Henri), 
Sandra Holl (Floriole Cafe & Bakery), 
B.K. Park (Arami)

s BEST NEW BAR ⋆ Bangers & Lace
British-influenced bar names may be all 
the rage, but what’s not to like about 
one that focuses so successfully on suds 
and sausages? Here, beer gets marquee 
billing (lace refers to the web of beer 
foam that adheres to a glass). Cicerones, 
so-called beer sommeliers, help 
decipher the lengthy list of 
international craft brews. The bar even 
boasts an antique beer cooler built into 
the brickwork. Yet before things can 
get too precious, the menu brings it 
back to hot dogs and brats—bangers, if 
you must. Despite the fancy toppings 
(housemade beer mustard, whiskey 
apple jam), the menu requires plenty of 
paper napkins to manage, making this 
Wicker Park pub the macho antithesis 
of highfalutin wine bars. 1670 W 
Division St (773-252-6499).—KL

Other nominees the Boiler Room, 
Curio, Haymarket Pub & Brewery, 
Maria’s Packaged Goods & Community 
Bar, WaterShed

The Six-Pack at 
Bangers & Lace
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BEST NEW PUB GRUB ⋆ Owen & Engine
If we had a dollar for every bar and grill to jump 
on the gastropub wagon, only to put out half-
assed fish-and-chips and puny ale-steamed 
mussels, well…we’d be rich enough to buy out 
the bad ones. Luckily, last year saw a few pull 
ahead of the pack, most notably Owen & Engine. 
Chef Charles Burkhardt crisps up massive New 
England haddock fillets for dipping into malt 
vinegar aioli, forms Slagel Farms beef into a 
banner burger and melts Worcestershire-spiked 
cheddar on brown bread for a dead-on Welsh 
rarebit—and, in true pub fashion, serves all 
three, alongside a handful of other bar plates, 
until 1am daily. Hit the restaurant before 10pm 
to savor the full dinner menu. 2700 N Western 
Ave (773-235-2930).—HS

Other nominees Blokes & Birds, Leopold, the 
Southern, Three Aces

BEST DESSERT TRUCK ⋆ Flirty Cupcakes
When life gives you lemons, turn them into 
zest-filled, Meyer-lemon-frosted cupcakes. So 
says Flirty founder Tiffany Kurtz, who 
ditched corporate America to fulfill her food-
truck dreams. And when the city of Chicago 
said, “You can’t cook on that truck, dear,” she 
figured the most palatable portable of the 
moment was just the solution, and Flirty 
Cupcakes was born. Kurtz bakes her baby 
cakes at Kitchen Chicago each morning, then 
loads them onto a pastel pink and blue van to 
truck her treats to the masses, taking to 
Twitter (@FlirtyCupcakes) to announce 
when she’ll be at a corner near you.—HS

Other nominees More Mobile, Sweet Miss 
Giving’s, Sweet Ride

f BREAKOUT CHEF OF THE YEAR ⋆ Matthew 
Eversman (Saigon Sisters)
Eversman came out of nowhere, and he almost 
stayed there: The restaurant he landed at after 
stints at Trotter’s and May Street Market was a 
small one, in a secluded corner of the West Loop, 
owned by restaurateurs whose experience was 
limited to a banh mi stand in the Chicago French 
Market. That the chef and his employer, Saigon 
Sisters, were the sleeper hits of the last few 
months is a testament to local diners, who know 
creative, exciting and exceedingly fresh 
cooking when they taste it. It’s also, of course, a 
testament to Eversman himself, who had the 
courage to twist and bend Vietnamese cuisine 
without losing its essence. 567 W Lake St (312-
496-0090).—David Tamarkin

Other nominees Edward Kim (Ruxbin), Guy 
Meikle (Nana), Baiming Wu (MingHin Cuisine) 

Breakout Chef 
of the Year

MATTHEW EVERSMAN 
(SAIGON SISTERS)

Readers’ Choice
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Eat Out Awards

Best 
New Bar

BANGERS & LACE

Reader’sChoice

BEST FOOD TRUCK ⋆ gaztro-wagon
If the local food-truck scene were high 
school, Matt Maroni would be prom 
king. As one of the early entrants to 
the game, he knows the system top to 
bottom, but it helps that he peddles a 
product the public will line up for in 
the rain. “Naan-wiches,” the wagon’s 
signature, handheld creations, tuck 
savory fillings into Indian-inspired 
bread baked fresh at Maroni’s brick-
and-mortar storefront. Selections 
change quarterly, but when options 
include pheasant thighs doused with 
foie gras sauce and garnished with 
apple, cabbage and Gouda, it’s easy to 
see why lunch loyalists make it a 
habit to track the truck on Twitter 
(@wherezthewagon). 5973 N Clark St 
(773-942-6152).—HS

Other nominees Happy Bodega, 
Hummingbird Kitchen, Meatyballs, 
Simple Sandwich, Tamalespaceship

BEST NEW PATIO ⋆ Big Star
It’s no coincidence that this category’s 
winner was grandfathered in by the 
Pontiac, that lovably shitty parking lot 
at the epicenter of the Crotch’s outdoor 
scene. When Chicago’s reigning 
concept kings—Terry Alexander, 
Donnie Madia, et al.—took over the 
space last year, they cleaned it up but 
managed to keep most of the old crowd 
coming around, filling those patio 
tables with tacos in paper-lined 
baskets, pitchers of margaritas and 
deadly $3 whiskey shots. By the end of 
a starry, blurry summer night, even 
those most resistant to change are over 
the lost love of the Pontiac and onto a 
new main squeeze. 1531 N Damen Ave 
(773-235-4039).—HS

Other nominees D.S. Tequila Co., Epic 
Sky, the Portage, Purple Pig

s BEST NEW BAKERY ⋆
Sprinkles Cupcakes
The L.A. Times called Sprinkles “the 
progenitor of the haute cupcake craze” 
after it set up shop in Beverly Hills in 
2003. While a business that’s only eight 
years old might not qualify as an O.G. in 
most circles, consider that the cupcake 
boom didn’t erupt until a couple of years 
ago. But does first really mean best? In 
the eyes of the people (that’s you), 
apparently yes. There’s no shtick, no 
wacky flavors, no punk-rock vegan 
slant going on at Sprinkles—just fluffy 
little frosting-topped cakes in classic 
combos. Chicago is biting. 50 E Walton 
St (312-573-1600).—HS

Other nominees Cookie Bar, Floriole 
Cafe & Bakery, La Boulangerie

Best New 
Bakery
SPRINKLES

Readers’ Choice 

Red velvet 
cupcakes at 
Sprinkles
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Scott Harris (x5) at 
Davanti Enoteca

Lifetime 
Achievement 

Award 
SCOTT HARRIS

Lifetime 
Critics’ Picks
⋆

s THE SORTA-ANNUAL “PROOF THAT EVOLUTION 
EXISTS” AWARD ⋆ Caffé Streets
In 2009, TOC presented the Coffee Studio with the 
inaugural edition of this award, in acknowledgement 
of the Andersonville shop’s giant leap past the 
grungy salvaged furniture, life-hating baristas and 
other miserable aspects of coffee-shop culture. Jelena 
and Darko Arandjelovic’s Wicker Park café once 
again affirms our faith in humanity—er, coffee 
shops—with a sleek but still inviting aesthetic that 
had us thinking we’d walked into a Dwell spread. Best 
of all, the people who work here are among the nicest 
on the planet, and their attentive brewing (primarily 
via pour-over) of beans from cult roasters (such as 
Santa Cruz’s Verve) yields some of the city’s most 
distinctive cups of coffee. 1750 W Division St (773-
278-2739).—Julia Kramer 

a LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD ⋆ Scott Harris
Scott Harris is not on TV, nor on Twitter, and he’s 
written not a single cookbook. Instead, the 
restaurateur has stuck to restaurateuring: He’s 
opened more than 20 Francesca’s restaurants, the 
original of which, born on Clark Street in 1992, is 
still impossible to squeeze into on a Saturday 
night. In addition to those, the restless Harris has 
opened, with partners, the Purple Pig, Nella (which 
he renamed Francesca’s and then recently closed), 
a taqueria in St. Charles called Fat Rosie’s, Ethyl’s 
Wine & Beer Dive (opening in June) and, in his 
quest to revive Little Italy, Davanti Enoteca and 
Salatino’s. Finding a Chicagoan who hasn’t 
dined at one of these restaurants is difficult; even 
more difficult is finding somebody who didn’t 
enjoy it.—DT 
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BEST CURE FOR THE AVERAGE BRUNCH ⋆ Sunday 
noodles at Takashi
Endless waits, notoriously absentminded service, 
the same tired eggs Benedict at every restaurant: 
Has there ever been a meal less interested in 
originality—let alone dignity—than brunch? 
Thankfully, Takashi Yagihashi, the chef-owner 
of this namesake Bucktown restaurant, has 
restored excitement and respectability to the 
genre with a Sunday-only menu of soul-
replenishing bowls laden with ramen, udon and 
soba noodles in deeply flavorful broths. The 
restaurant serves the noodles (personal favorite: 
the Niku-Tamago Toge udon, with thinly sliced 
rib eye) for Sunday dinner, too, but if you’re 
wondering who’s hogging the 11:30am 
reservation slot, we’re guilty as charged. 1952 N 
Damen Ave (773-772-6170).—JK

BEST CHANGE OF PACE ⋆ Jeff Pikus, Maude’s 
Liquor Bar
A career path that includes three years at Trio under 
Grant Achatz and a chef de cuisine title at Alinea 
typically does not lead to cooking Parisian classics in a 
sexy brasserie. Regardless, that’s the path Pikus 
chose, ditching the foams and xanthan gum for 
techniques as old as this town. Terrines are 
uncommonly light but loaded with flavor; braised 
chicken thighs fall apart in boozy reduced sauce; 
blood-red steak is left raw and topped with a quivering 
slow-poached yolk. As Pikus proves, forward-
thinking isn’t the only way to start a revolution. 840 
W Randolph St (312-243-9712).—HS

BEST CHEESE COURSE ⋆ Cashew-caramel-goat-
cheese gelato at Black Dog Gelato
There’s a strange sect among us: savory types. The 
dessert abstainers. The I-just-don’t-have-a-sweet-
tooth set. These are the people cheese courses were 
built for, and these are the people we’d like to kindly 
shut up with Jessica Oloroso’s cashew-caramel-
goat-cheese gelato. Served from the glowing pink 
shop Oloroso opened last summer, it’s so rich that at 
first you wonder whether it’s a scoop of frozen 
chèvre. The caramel swoops in to assuage those 
fears, giving the sweet edge you expect. But with the 
next bite it’s back to savory, with the occasional 
crunch of cashew. The vacillating flavors compete 
for the affection of sweet and savory types. The 
punch line: It converts both. 859 N Damen Ave 
(773-235-3116).—DT

LATEST REASON TO BE A HOMOSEXUAL ⋆ 
Downtown Bar & Lounge
We’ve got the fancy fashions, the pomaded hair 
and, thanks to Nate Berkus, the adoration of North 
Shore housewives. But the one thing we queers 
didn’t have (other than civil liberties)? A bar to hit 
after work. That changed this year when 440 North 
State Street again staked its claim as the lone gay 
bar in Chicago’s straightest nightlife strip (it 
previously held the honor as Gentry). No, 
Downtown isn’t the flashiest bar. But it is one of the 
friendliest. Moreover, the location dictates 
something often lost on North Halsted: diversity. 
In fact, among the suits, twinks, bears and pretty 
boys here, it becomes clear we aren’t all pomaded 
after all. Some of us even look…straight. 440 N 
State St (312-464-1400).—DT 

Best Location  
for a Murder  

Mystery
OWEN & ENGINE

Critics’ Picks
⋆

f BEST LOCATION FOR A MURDER MYSTERY ⋆ Owen & Engine
From the minute we walked into this Brit-style gastropub, we had a hunch co-owner Bo 
Fowler had done her homework. Next, we had a hunch that it was Professor Plum with 
the candlestick in the library. The classy Clue look of the split-level space—flocked 
damask wallpaper, gorgeously detailed hand-carved wooden bars, vintage Persian 
rugs, glowing brass sconces, an antique mantel over the fireplace—sets the scene for 
cask ales and delicious fish-and-chips. In fact, when we brought our London mates in 
for an authenticity check, they not only approved but became best buds with a 
Liverpudlian behind the bar who, it turns out, was not rented from a prop shop. 2700 N 
Western Ave (773-235-2930).—HS
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EXTREME MAKEOVER: INTEGRITY EDITION ⋆ 
Ba Le
Since 1989, this quick and cheap Argyle gem has 
been the go-to spot for banh mi. But it isn’t 
recession-proof: Owners Tim and Josephine 
Nguyen were close to shuttering the institution 
in 2009 until Obama’s stimulus plan came 
through with a $270,000 loan, enabling the 
couple to hire 30 people to turn the space next 
door into their dream restaurant. The new Ba Le 
is still quick and cheap, but these days the 
cheery, modern decor is right in line with its 
newfound energy. Crayola-colored jellied 
desserts fill the coolers, pastry cases brim with 
glistening custard tarts, and the sandwiches that 
started it all have never been better. 5016 N 
Broadway (773-561-4424).—HS 

BEST REASON TO FLY AGAIN ⋆ Tortas Frontera
Two things happened over the winter that 
changed the experience of air travel. The first 
was the rollout of the full-body scanner. The 
second was the Terminal 1 opening of a Rick 
Bayless restaurant, a bastion of tart, refreshing 
aguas frescas and warm tortas that proved 
chef-approved airport dining was—finally—
leaving Wolfgang Puck in the dust. Not only 
did Bayless create a volume-driven restaurant 
that manages to source meat from local, 
conscientious producers despite its home in a 
red tape–saddled airport, his griddled 
sandwiches (beer-braised short ribs, pulled 
pork with pickled red onions) are so good, we 
can’t wait for our next trip through the TSA 
peep show. O’Hare International Airport, 
Terminal 1 (no phone, rickbayless.com).—JK

BEST BOX LUNCH ⋆ Bento boxes at the 
Bento Box
Chef-owner Rick Spiros turns his catering 
kitchen into this unassuming, 12-seat BYOB 
Wednesday–Saturday. Of the four main courses 
on offer, two or three are bento boxes, each of the 
five segments filled with dynamic renditions of 
Asian favorites: subtle curries fragrant with 
herbs, flavor-packed beef bulgogi with 
housemade kimchi and more. Spiros flips the 
wisdom of Lunchables on its head by 
demonstrating there’s no better place for 
satisfying, complex and superfresh food than
 a box. 2246 W Armitage Ave (773-278-
3932).—JK

BEST COMMUNITY SPONSOR ⋆ Matt Maroni of 
gaztro-wagon
When Burger King and Wendy’s set up shop, 
we doubt anyone from McDonald’s showed 
them the ropes. But as the owner of one of 
Chicago’s first food trucks and the driving 
force behind proposed regulation changes, 
Maroni has fully embraced the competition 
rolling out of the woodwork, offering advice on 
everything from getting trucks operational to 
city ordinance do’s and don’ts. “If [other 
trucks] know the business and follow the rules 
now, it’ll be easier for everyone down the 
road when [the movement] really explodes,” 
Maroni says. 5973 N Clark St (773-942-6152, 
@wherezthewagon).—HS

BEST EXCUSE TO BE A LOCALVORE ⋆ WaterShed
It’s easy to eat locally in the spring, summer and fall, but what do localvores do during 
the four-month winter? They drink. And thanks to WaterShed, they drink very well. The 
basement bar hidden under Pops for Champagne has given itself over to Midwestern 
spirits, curating a list that includes Illinois gins, Wisconsin vodkas, Michigan rums and 
(though not exactly in the Midwest) Kentucky bourbons. Drink these spirits in one of 
WaterShed’s serious cocktails, or simply shaken and served up. Either way, they’re a 
more original choice than one of the many Midwestern beers on offer here—and a tastier 
choice than those, yikes, Midwestern wines. 601 N State St, lower level (312-266-
4932).—DT 

MURDER, 
SHE WROTE

The Strange Tree Group (Weston 
Davis (body on fl oor), from left, 

Matt Holzfeind, Scott Cupper, Delia 
Baseman, Kate Nawrocki and 

Emily Schwartz) continues its run 
of The Three Faces of Doctor 
Crippen, a comedy about a 

bumbling cellar murderer, as part 
of Steppenwolf Theatre’s Garage 

Rep. See Theater.
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LEAST INSUFFERABLE FOOD TERM OF 
THE YEAR ⋆ Chimney cake 
Here are some hard truths about the 
divisiveness of food vocabulary: 
Nobody wants to eat with a self-
identified “foodie.” Nobody could love a 
man who says (or types) nom nom nom. 
And don’t get us started on the “foodies” 
who make “rezzies” so they may have 
“foodgasms” (“nom nom nom”). But say 
the words chimney cake—the nom de 
plume for the Hungarian dessert kürtos 
kalács, popularized in Chicago by the 
three-month-old Chimney Cake 
Island—and it’s a different story. Like 
the cakes themselves (baked on a stick, 
giving them the cylindrical shape of, 
hey, a chimney!), the term evokes the 
happiness that can only come with a 
good dessert. Eating one isn’t so bad, 
either. 1445 W Devon Ave (773-875-
8035).—DT

BEST LATE-NIGHT DESTINATION ⋆ 
MingHin Cuisine
One thorn in Chicago’s dining scene: its 
lack of (good) late-night eats. Enter this 
Chinatown newcomer, one-upping 
your usual taco run with stellar dim 
sum served until 2am nightly. With its 
massive fat and starch content, dim 
sum has long been dubbed a hangover 
cure. Now you can head that blurry 
headache off at the pass, gorging on 
crispy pork belly, creamy egg-yolk 
buns and steamed shrimp dumplings 
just before hitting the sack. And for 
you 4am bargoers, let’s get that 
petition going to keep MingHin open 
for a few more hours. 2168 S Archer 
Ave (312-808-1999).—HS

s BEST CHIP OFF THE OLD BLOCK ⋆ 
Ed Marszewski
When Maria Marszewski’s sons, Ed 
and Mike, took over the Bridgeport 
liquor-store-slash-bar she had run 
since 1986, the brothers paid homage 
to their mom, changing the name 
from Kaplan’s Liquors to Maria’s 
Packaged Goods & Community Bar. 
In place of the former dive’s 
grittiness, they amassed one of the 
city’s best craft beer lists and made 
the corner of 31st and Morgan one of 
the most welcoming places in 
Chicago. But Ed (pictured, far left, 
with mom, Maria, and brother, Mike), 
who runs the Co-Prosperity Sphere 
(an art space), has a vision that goes 
beyond the bar: He wants Bridgeport 
to be “the Community of the Future.” 
Thanks to Marszewski’s many 
projects (such as renting the next-
door space to Pleasant Home 
Bakery), though, Bridgeport is 
looking more like the community of 
the now. 960 W 31st St (773-890-
0588).—JK
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